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A SOLUTION FOR 
EVERY SITUATION



“ The sun is our greatest source of renewable energy and we need 

to protect ourselves from its immeasurable power.

In LLAZA we develop effective sun protection mechanisms to improve 

people’s quality of life.
  ”



A solution for every situation



Efficient solutions

A solution for every situation

Straight-Line Cassettes
 Maticbox-350
 Küadbox-400

Soft-Line Cassettes
 Splenbox-300
 Splenbox-400
 Moonbox-400

Box Range
 Storbox-250
 Storbox-300
 Microbox-300

Classic Awnings
 ART-250
 Complet Pro-350

Monobloc Awnings
 Monobloc ART-350
 Monobloc Plus-400
 Monobloc ART-500

BIP Range
 Bip-Screen 300
 Bip-Screen 500
 Bip-Screen 500 rod/cable 

Vertical Awnings
 Maxiscreen
 Maxiscreenbox
 

Garden Awnings
 Duox
 Elit

Verastor-Sky

Experts in retractable arms



EFFICIENT SOLUTIONS FOR SUN PROTECTION 

In addition to providing protection, the LLAZA awnings add aesthetic value to buildings whi-
le creating shaded spaces and efficiently managing sunlight. This actively contributes to 
overall energy savings, a fundamental objective for the protection of the environment, and 
helps to reduce air-conditioning expenses.
 
The wide variety of LLAZA awning systems means that there is an awning to meet any need 
together with the guarantee of tranquility that only a great brand can offer.



SOFT-LINE CASSETTES

BOX RANGE

CLASSIC AWNINGS

MONOBLOC AWNINGS

LLAZA PORTFOLIO: A solution

KÜADBOX-400

MATICBOX-350

SPLENBOX 300/400

MOONBOX-400

STORBOX 250/300

MICROBOX-300

ART-250

COMPLET PRO-350

MONOBLOC ART-350

MONOBLOC PLUS-400

MONOBLOC ART-500

STRAIGHT-LINE CASSETTES



BIP-SCREEN RANGE

VERTICAL AWNINGS

GARDEN AWNINGS

VERASTOR

for every situation

BIP-SCREEN 300

BIP-SCREEN 500

BIP-SCREEN 500 ROD/ CABLE

MAXISCREEN MAXISCREENBOX VERASTOR-SKY

ELIT SYSTEM

DUOX



Los cofres MATICBOX-350 y KÜADBOX-400 son el producto perfecto para 
integrar la protección solar a la arquitectura contemporánea.

 Diseñados atendiendo a las necesidades de los profesionales de la 
prescripción.

 Encajan con los estilos minimalistas de líneas rectas y vivas.

 Sistema Matic de auto-posicionamiento de la inclinación que permite 

optimizar las dimensiones del conjunto sin renunciar a una gran salida.

 Iluminación integrada en los perfiles del cofre y perfil frontal.

 Avances tecnológicos para facilitar el trabajo profesional:

MATICBOX: Mounting a pared y techo mediante el sistema Cleverfix (pt), 
que aporta flexibilida y margen de maniobra en el montaje.

KÜADBOX-400: La configuración de las piezas y la utilización de soporte 
automático permiten acceder al motor y la lona sin necesidad de des-
montar el conjunto. 
La sustentación posterior permite la incorporación de más de un juego 
de ARMS para obtener grandes líneas.
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The cassette awnings MATICBOX 350  and KÜADBOX 400 are the perfect products

to integrate sun protection into the modern architecture.

 Designed to meet the needs of professionals and achieve the fit sought by architects 

 and decorators.

 Matching with the minimalist styles of sharp and straight shapes.

 The Matic-System® for self-positioning the slope allows the whole system to be  

 housed in a smaller space.

 Slot to house the lighting system along the cassette and the front profile.



STRAIGHT-LINE CASSETTES
The aesthetic and  technologic solution for contemporary architecture



Maximum dimensions 
 MATICBOX-350

 Maximum width: 5 m.
 Maximum projection: 3,5 m.

 KÜADBOX-400
 2  Arms:  Maximum width: 7 m. 
   Maximum projection: 4 m.

 3  Arms:  Maximum width: 10,5 m. 
   Maximum projection: 4 m.

 4  Arms:  Maximum width: 14 m. 
   Maximum projection: 4 m.

Mounting 
 

      Frontal

     Ceiling(Maticbox-350)

Installation

Balconies

 

Terraces

On large terraces

Horeca

UNE-EN 13561:2015 Classification 

    Wind resistance
   

    Durability

Operation
 Manual 

Motorised

Automated

MATICBOX-350

KÜADBOX-400

NEW 
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The SPLENBOX and MOONBOX 400 cassette awnings meet the breakeven among 
efficiency, sturdiness, and elegance.
  Soft-line shapes inspired by the variety of forms in nature. They allow to match  
 in multiple environments.
  Its performance and capacity manage to cover spaces of up to 6.00 m. wide x  4.00 m. 
 projection with just a pair of arms.
   Adjustment of the slope even the cassette is closed.
  Its system of fixing on a plate make installation quick and easy.



COFRES STRAIGHT-LINESOFT-LINE CASSETTES
Advanced technology and full metal design



Maximum dimensions 

 SPLENBOX-300
 Maximum width: 5 m.
 (with a unique set of arms)
 Maximum projection: 3 m.

 SPLENBOX-400
 Maximum width: 6 m.
 (with a unique set of arms)
 Maximum projection: 4 m.

 MOONBOX-400
 Maximum width: 6 m.
 (with a unique set of arms)
 Maximum projection: 4 m.

Mounting 
 

      Frontal

     Ceiling

Installation

    Balconies

 
    Terraces

UNE-EN 13561:2015 Classification 

    Wind resistance
   

    Durability

Operation
 Manual (SPLENBOX-300)
Motorised
Automated

SPLENBOX-300 
SPLENBOX-400

MOONBOX-400

NEW 
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Storbox is the first self-protected cassette awning launched in the market. It’s a top mind product and has been evolving 

since 1993 to match the today’s needs.

 This is a reference model  in the sector as it is the pioneer cassette awning. Storbox brings proven reliability and experience.

 The Box range design, featuring aerodynamic lines, makes it easily adaptable to a wide variety of architectural styles.

 New:  Full metal look thanks to the new aluminum caps that provide a major resistance and attractive appearance.

 Two versions to make it easy to adapt to all spaces:  STORBOX 250 and STORBOX 300.

  Smart slope regulation in a single phase. At the same time it achieves a perfect arm alignment.

  The Microbox-300 model uses straight spring arms and it is ideal for windows.



BOX RANGE
Self-protecting awnings



Maximum dimensions 
(width x projection)

 MICROBOX-300
 5,00 m. x 1,40 m.

 STORBOX-250
 4,50 m. x 2,50 m.

 STORBOX-300
 5,00 m. x 3,50 m.
 6,00 m. x 3,00 m.*
 *Using the reinforced profiles kit

Mounting 
 

      Frontal

     Ceiling

     Between walls (Microbox-300)

Installation
        
    Windows

  
    Balconies

 
    Terraces

UNE-EN 13561:2015 Classification 

    Wind resistance
   

    Durability

Operation
 Manual
Motorised
Automated

MICROBOX-300
with straight 
spring arms.

STORBOX-250
STORBOX-300
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The timeless concept of these awnings makes them attractive for all types of façades

 The ART-250 model covers spaces up to 4,50 m. wide with just a pair of supports.

 The COMPLET-PRO 350 incorporates advanced features covering up to 6 m. wide and 3,50 m. projection.
 

 Complementation with front vertical  awning (Sombrex-System), weather cover (Galaxia) and crossed 
 arms supports.

 Its 100% metal structure provides uniformity of colour and an elegant look.

 Self-supporting  roller assembly to ensure comfortable, safe and uninterrupted installation.



CLASSIC AWNINGS
Traditional awnings that never get out of style.



Maximum dimensions 
(width x projection)

 ART-250
 4,00 m. x 2,50 m.
 4,50 m. x 2,00 m.

Mounting 
 

      Frontal

     Ceiling

     Between walls

Installation
        
    Windows

  
    Balconies

 
    Terraces

UNE-EN 13561:2015 Classification 

    Wind resistance
   

    Durability

Operation
 Manual
Motorised
Automated

 COMPLET PRO-350
 6,00 m. x 3,50 m. 

Accessories

 Sombrex

  (Complet Pro-350)

 Galaxia weather 
 cover 

 Crossed arm kit

 (Complet Pro-350)

COMPLET PRO-350

ART-250
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The LLAZA Monobloc awnings  allow to cover a wide range or needs enjoying the benefits 

of this system.

  Flexibility to install several pairs of arms.

  Large dimensions distributing the load along the awning width.

  Their great possibilities make them ideal for the HORECA terraces.

  In addition to the safety of the monobloc system, there is the advantage of not having 

 pillars nor columns that disturb the free passage and the views.

  Easy and quick to install as it can be brought to the installation completely assembled from 

 the atelier. 



MONOBLOC AWNINGS
Easy installation for large awnings



Mounting 
 

      Frontal

     Ceiling

Installation

  
Terraces

 
On large terraces

HORECA

UNE-EN 13561:2015 Classification

     Wind resistance
   

     Durability

Operation
 Manual* 
Motorised 
Automated

*(Except ART MONOBLOC-500)

Maximum dimensions 
(width x projection) 

 ART MONOBLOC - 350
 2 Arms   6,00 m. x 3,00 m.
   5,50 m. x 3,50 m.
 3 Arms   9,00 m. x 3,00 m.
   7,75 m. x 3,50 m.
 4 Arms   12,00 m. x 3,00 m.
   11,00 m. x 3,50m.

 MONOBLOC PLUS - 400
 2 Arms 6,50 m. x 4,00 m.
 3 Arms 9,00 m. x 4,00 m.
 4 Arms 12,00 m. x 4,00 m.

 ART MONOBLOC - 500
 2 Arms 6,50 m. x 5,00 m.
 3 Arms 9,00 m. x 5,00 m.
 4 Arms 12,00 m. x 5,00 m.

Accessories

 Sombrex

 Galaxia weather
 cover 

 Crossed Arm Kit
 (Art Monobloc-350)
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Modern architecture has inspired the use of guided vertical awnings to protect façades from sunlight and the ele-
ments,  like wind and rain.

BIP-SCREEN is an innovative solution that in addition to being quick and easy to make, means a stronger and more 
durable product.
  It is perfect for exteriors as it prevents heat entering the home.

 The system’s strength has been verified by wind tunnel testing. The fabric always stays in the side guides.

 It uses clippable guides so no screws or rivets are visible.



BIP-SCREEN RANGE
The new generation of vertical awnings

BIP-SCREEN 500

BIP-SCREEN 300



Maximum dimensions  
(width x height)

 BIP-SCREEN 300

 3,00 m. x 3,00 m.

 BIP-SCREEN 500

 5,00 m. x 3,50 m.

 BIP-SCREEN 500 rod/ cable

 5,00 m. x 3,50 m.

Mounting 
 

      Frontal

     Ceiling

Installation

  
 Windows
 

 Balconies

 Vertical Structures 
 

UNE-EN 13561:2015 Classification 

    Wind resistance
   

    Durability

Operation
 Manual
Motorised
Automated

BIP-SCREEN 500
ROD/CABLE
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Maxiscreen and Maxiscreenbox are vertical systems of sun protection that can be used both inside and outdoors 
for an efficient light control. 

They actively contribute to the energy saving by reducing the heat that gets inside the room while providing 
plenty of benefits:

   Protection against harmful ultraviolet radiation.

   Control of the incoming light avoiding annoying reflections and light contrasts between the interior and 
 exterior of the buildings.

   Visually connecting  interior spaces to the outside without losing the sense of privacy.

   Its design and structure allow a large rolling capacity of up to 5 meters high.



VERTICAL AWNINGS
State-of-the-art sun protection for high functionality

MAXISCREENBOX



Maximum dimensions (width x height) 
 MAXISCREEN

Motor  5,00 m x 5,00 m
Crank  5,00 m x 3,60 m

 MAXISCREENBOX
Motor  5,00 m x 5,00 m
Crank  5,00 m x 3,60 m

Mounting 
 

      Frontal

     Ceiling

     Between walls

Installation
  

   Windows
 
   Balconies

UNE-EN 13561:2015 Classification 

    Wind resistance
   
    Durability

Operation
 Manual
Motorised
Automated

MAXISCREEN
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The LLAZA garden awnings are very much indicated for HORECA establishments as they can 
achieve great dimensions.
The reinforced structure makes them resistant to be installed in terraces and penthouses.
DUOX AWNING (photo)
  Independent structure with gable roof.
  It manages two articulated awnings with just a central roller for both fabrics.
  High sun protection capacity, up to 36 m2.
  Its anti-wind blocking system helps to keep the arms from moving upwards in the event of 
 convections currents.
  The cassette profiles protect the fabric when the awning is folded up.



GARDEN AWNINGS
A range of solutions to create protected open spaces.

DUOX



Maximum dimensions 
(width x projection) 

 DUOX

 6,00 m. x 3,00 m. x 3,00 m.

 ELIT

Without intermediate columns: 5 x 5,50 m.

With intermediate columns: 10,00 m. x 7,00 m.

Mounting 

Duox
 
      Surface

      Built-in

Elit
      Frontal

 Free Standing

 Between walls  

Installation

    
Terraces

On large terraces

Horeca

Operation
Manual

Motorised
Automated

ELIT system
- Flat awning 
- Gazebo

- Verticals
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Verastor-Sky is the perfect solution to provide shade for skylights and glass enclo-
sures. It can also be used with aluminium structures, or as an horizontal awning 
that can be inclined or not.
 
In addition to installation on structures and between walls, Verastor-Sky can be ins-
talled directly in doorways or porticos, creating a welcoming sunshade for terraces 
or the home entrance.



VERASTOR-SKY
5 STAR-SHADE



Maximum dimensions 
(width x projection) 

 VERASTOR-SKY

 2 Guides
 5,00 m. x 7,00 m.

 3 Guides
 12,00 m x 6,00 m.

Mounting

      Frontal

     Ceiling

 Between walls

 Surface (portico)

Installation
 

Terraces

On large terraces

Horeca

UNE-EN 13561:2015 Classification 

    Wind resistance
   

    Durability

Operation
Motorised
Automated



Experts in retractable arms

  Internal tensioning system with a flat, flexible tape to 
 improve tension transmission and extend the lifespan of 
 the awning.
  Prevents the damaging of the coating, and keeps the 

 protective colour layer intact.
  Improves the aesthetic look of the arm and it is more 

 lasting than chain of cable mechanism. 

LLAZA-ART System

LLAZA-ONYX System

 Strong and reliable: with tension optimized for the 

 complete operation.

 Balanced design, combining advances in integral 

 lacquering, a full metal look, robustness and 

 contemporary lines.

 Pioneer and unique in the market with completely 

 integrated lighting system. No cables in sight in the 

 ONYX LUX version. 

LLAZA-SPLENDOR System

  Optimal deployment of the fabric thanks to the 
 self-adapting tension system.
  The operation of the joints is precise and efficient, 

 as they have a duplex ball bearing system for a 
 smooth operation.
  The concealment of all the transmission components in 

 the joint adds a high aesthetic value.
 



  Storbox 250

  ART-250

ART-250

ONYX - 400 / ONYX LUX- 400

  Storbox-300

  Duox

  Complet Pro-350

  Monobloc ART-350

  Monobloc Plus 400 

ART-350

  Monobloc ART-500

ART-500

  Küadbox-400

  Maticbox-350

  Splenbox-400

  Moonbox-400

  Storbox-300

  Duox

  Complet Pro-350

  Monobloc ART-350

  Monobloc Plus 400 

Recommended compatibilities

SPLENDOR-300
  Splenbox-300

SPLENDOR-400
  Küadbox-400

  Maticbox-350

  Splenbox-400

  Moonbox-400

  Duox

  Storbox-300

  Monobloc Plus 400 

  Monobloc ART-350

  Complet Pro-350







info@llaza.com
export@llaza.com
T. +34 977 990 600
F. +34 977 990 610

LLAZA WORLD, S.A.
Tramuntana, 1
Pol Ind. Roques Roges
43460 ALCOVER — Spain

www.llaza.com


